
Introduction:  
USA Direct Funding issues rates and pricing for various product types every business morning. As financial markets are subject to 
volatility, the release of pricing may be delayed in the morning, and/or USA Direct Funding reserves the right to suspend or adjust 
pricing as necessary to reflect market movement. The original lock request must be completed through the Freedom program. Rate 
Locks are a commitment between USA Direct Funding and our clients. This policy will establish the framework for that commitment. 
Rate locks will be accepted from 8:30 am to 4:30 pm PST on each business day where the bond markets are open. Any rate lock 
received outside of that time frame without prior approval from Secondary will not be considered valid. This policy will apply to all 
products. 

Submission and Confirmation of Rate Lock Request:  
Rate Lock requests are required to be submitted through the Freedom program. The Lock Desk will provide a confirmation of the rate 
lock and the pricing within 4 business hours of receipt of the lock request. The confirmation will be emailed back to the Broker, 
processor, Account Rep and uploaded into the E-folder in Encompass. 

Lock Periods, Pricing, Price Adjustments: 
Lock periods, pricing, and price adjustments are found on the USA DIRECT FUNDING rate sheet and are subject to change, changes 
will be communicated by email. USA DIRECT FUNDING may from time to time, close the lock desk due to market volatility. Lock Desk 
closure will be announced via email. Once that announcement has been made, no lock requests will be honored until the lock desk has 
been re-opened. USA DIRECT FUNDING will do its utmost to minimize lock desk closure.  
Lock Periods offered:  

 15 Days

 30 Days

 45 Days

 60 Days

Changing Loan Programs after Locking: 
A rate lock commits not only to an interest rate and a period of time, but a specific loan program as well. Should a borrower want to 
change loan programs after they have locked, the program changes are subject to current market pricing any & all previous extension 
fees or relock fees will be reapplied to the change once the base pricing and LLPA’s have been established. Any change must take 
place before receiving final loan approval.  

Changing Interest Rates within the same Program after Locking: 

Changing interest rates within the same loan program is allowed if a valid changed circumstance exists. Pricing will be determined by 

pricing the day of the initial lock. The lock expiration date will not change. Any change must take place before receiving final loan 

approval. 

Loans Locked Prior to Final Approval: 
Prior to the loan receiving final approval from Underwriting, all loans must be locked. In addition, there must be at least 3 days 
remaining on purchase locks, and 6 days remaining on refinance locks, at the time Final Approval is granted, or the lock will need to be 
extended. 
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Lock Extensions: 
USA DIRECT FUNDING considers it the Loan Officers responsibility to advise their borrowers on the best loan programs and lock in 
terms, including the length of the lock. From time to time, an active file may not close prior to the lock expiration date and may need to 
be extended. USA DIRECT FUNDING offers the following lock extension options available on or before the expiration date of the 
borrowers lock by 4:30pm. Up to 2 extensions may be purchased, the aggregate not to exceed the lesser of 30 days. Any further 
extension will result in worst-case pricing. The Lock Desk will provide an updated confirmation (including the extension cost) within 4 
business hours. 

All Lock extensions are at the borrowers cost. 

 5 Day extension for a cost of .125%

 10 Day extension for a cost of .250%

 15 Day extension for a cost of .375%

 30 Day extension for a cost of .625%

Expired Locks:  
Should you not extend your lock prior to its expiration date; your lock will become expired. Expired locks may be relocked at the worse 
of either current market pricing or your original lock price plus a .3750% expired lock fee. Should your lock become expired for at 
least 30 days, it will no longer be considered an active file and may be relocked at current market pricing. 

Float Down Option: 
USA DIRECT FUNDING recognizes that from time to time, market pricing may improve significantly. We will therefore offer our clients 
the option to Float Down their rate. This option is not automatic and the client must request it.  

 A float down is possible if current market rates are at least .25% lower than the locked rate for the same lock term, with pricing
at the same level or better than the original lock.

 The loan must have received conditional approval prior to the float down.

 A float down may be exercised only once per loan, and must be done prior to the expiration of the lock.

 Once a lock has been floated down, any further changes to the interest rate or loan program will result in the float down being
nullified and pricing will revert back to the original lock date.

 The expiration date will not change when a rate is floated down.

 Extensions will be limited to 15 days on a loan that has been floated down.

 Jumbo Fixed & Arm as well as Conforming ARM loan programs are not eligible for float downs.

 Conforming, Government and USDA programs are eligible products

 Float Downs may not be available under extreme market conditions.

Lock Management: 
USA DIRECT FUNDING considers it the Brokers responsibility to adequately manage their locks to produce a reasonable level of pull-
through. Pull-through is defined by the number of loans locked-in that close during the lock expiration period relative to the total number 
of loans where the locks were expiring in the same period. Extending a lock does not impact the pull-through as long as that lock is 
delivered during that extension period. An expired lock, even though it may be delivered, will have a negative impact on the pull 
through. USA DIRECT FUNDING will evaluate pull-through on a monthly basis, reviewing a rolling 90 day period of time. Should USA 
DIRECT FUNDING see a continued pattern of poor pull-through it will take action to correct that pull-through. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Worse Case Pricing Defined:  
Worst case pricing will compare the original base price to the current market base price for the same term & time period. Any prior lock 
extension or relock fees will be applied to the new relock once worst case pricing is established. Loan level price adjustments will be 
determined based on the current loan information and current rate sheet adjustors. 
 
 
Duplicate Locks:  
Re-uploading a loan and locking it at the current market price is not allowed, if a duplicate loan for the same borrower and property 
address is locked, the original lock will remain active. 
 
 
Property Change/ Address:  
A lock is only valid on the original property; a change in the property address will require a new lock and subject to Worse Case Pricing. 
TBD (To Be Determined) lock requests will not be honored. 
 


